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Best mystery games hidden objects

What better way to make the most of free time than indulging in some cat and mouse games? Granted, these games require a ton of patience and can even leave you scratching your head. But the joy that you get after breaking a secret is something you can cherish for a long time. In addition to joy, solving puzzles can also enhance your problem-solving skills, renee in your
cognitive thinking, and even exal the virtue of being patient. If solving puzzles you are interested in, this is the 17 best hidden objects games for Android lined up just for you. Top Hidden Object Games for Android in 2020 Probably the best thing about hidden object games is that you can play with everyone - including a small child. Perfect for times when you want your dears to
enjoy fun-loving gaming together. With hundreds of items popping up and plenty of coveted rewards to win, the game turns out to be quite fascinating. So, what prevents you from picking cool hidden object games for Android and then kickstarting extended running games? 1. June Path June path ranks at the top of this list, offering players riveting a story riddled with secrets that
you must solve by finding hidden objects. As with most hidden objects of the game for Android, playing the game is quite simple, requiring players to just click on objects in the scenery depending on the clues provided. In the game, you play as June Parker and take part in her journey to uncover family secrets. Along with the main goal of looking for clues and level solutions, the
game will also allow you to customize your own island, which gives added depth to the game. However, you may need to be interested eye for hidden clues or higher levels may leave you confused. You'll also need to piece puzzles on every crime mystery by solving some mind-bending puzzles. Install the June trip from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 2. Ravenhill
Ravenhill is another fantastic hidden object game that also includes some role-playing. The game allows you to customize your character right at the beginning, allowing you a vital and unique part of his story line. A story line that speaks of a once thriving city that suddenly became a ghost town. You must find hidden objects in each place you visit in an attempt to find out where all
the inhabitants of the city have disappeared. Each setting has a restrictive time limit in which you must find all hidden objects; That adds a level of excitement to an otherwise boring game format. If you can't complete the level at any given time, you'll have to pay in-game gold to level up more time. Install Ravenhill from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 3. Murder in the
Alps Murder in the Alps is an exciting interactive crime novel that plays itself within hours of an interactive game in which you have to find hidden objects on multiple levels to solve the murder mystery. The game contains Scenic places where you have to solve puzzles to put together a crime that was committed in a hotel in the Alps. To help players with guides, the game also
includes a strategy guide that provides advice on every step of the way. You can collect a number of unique achievements and even enjoy some cool mini-games while solving mysteries. Install murder in the Alps from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 4. Seekers Notes Play as a Seeker, owner of a powerful magic map that will help you save the city from the oppression
of the curse. Seekers Notes offers you an amazing set of hidden objects puzzles spread through amazing plots with unexpected twists. The game allows you to complete more than 6400 quests and assemble a collection of over 810 unique items as you progress through the levels. In addition, the game also allows you to craft and trade items with darkwood residents to help you
solve the mystery faster. Install Searcher Notes from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 5. Criminal Case One of the most popular hidden object games for Android, criminal cases need to be had for fans of detective sessions such as CSI. The game is about you using your skills as a detective to solve crimes and fight for justice. Investigate the crime scene with maximum
concentration, or you might miss some of the clues to help you pin the perpetrators and get them in the pen. To help you when you're stuck the level, the game also offers a handy hint button that will give you easier clues with which you can find hidden objects. Install a criminal case from the Play Store (free for in-app purchases) 6. Alice in Mirrors Albion inspired by lewis carroll
novels, Alice in Mirrors Albion is another great hidden object game that takes you on a journey to uncover hidden objects to help you cancel the evil schemes of the Queen of Hearts. The game contains tons of different scenes that you can see uncovered hidden objects. Meet a bunch of interesting characters, and fight against the crime of the masters. Solve challenging puzzles
and encounter inexplicable mysteries to fulfill your mission in a Victorian-era setting. Install Alice in the Albion Mirror from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 7. Enigmatis 3: Shadow Karkhala If you find the usual hidden object of the game a little monotonous and looking for something a little more visually appealing, then you should definitely give Enigmatis 3: Shadow
Karkhala a try. Unlike most games on this list, Enigmatis 3 offers players a more dynamic experience when it comes to finding hidden objects, featuring short video clips that progress storytelling while also providing you with short scenes where you can click on tracks to move forward. In addition, the game contains 25 mini games and puzzles to help the player find what lies in the
ancient monastery at the top of the snowy mountain. Install Enigmatis Shadow Karkhala from Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 8. Sherlock Holmes Hidden Objects Detective Game If you're a fan of how Sherlock Holmes analytically solves his cases and you want to shot it yourself, you should download Sherlock Holmes Hidden Objects Detective Game - a fun hidden object
game set in Arthur Conan Doyle's fictional world. As with most other games on this list, the game gives players several different crime scenes and must assist Holmes in detecting clues and solving the case. Sherlock Holmes Hidden Objects Detective Game packs over 1,000 hidden objects spread over multiple levels that you can enjoy for hours on end. Installing Sherlock Holmes
Hidden Object Detective Game from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 9. Crime City Detective: Hidden Object Adventures Help Detective Dark solve criminal cases by becoming part of the FBI and placing hidden objects spread throughout the crime scene. The game contains a number of different investigations with well thought out plots and crime scenes that you can
view. Collect evidence, interrogate suspects and solve mysteries in this exciting hidden object game. You can even play with your friends to complete other game features or try Silhoutte Hidden Objects mode if you are looking for something a little more challenging. Install Crime City Detective: Hidden Object Adventure from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 10. Traveler
Notes You may wonder why I ranked such an outdated looking game on this list. Well, it's because I found it one of the most challenging hidden object games of the lot. Traveler Notes, thanks in part to its poor graphics quality, presents a significant challenge because you have to look really close to looking for hidden objects. There is no story line as such, but every scene is
harder to have the previous one, with extraordinarily well hidden objects. You can choose between two game modes - text and silhouette - both of which come with their own set of challenges. Install traveler notes from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 11. Endless Fables 3: Dark Moor in Infinite Fable 3: Dark Moor you play as Pamela Cavendish, a renowned
anthropologist who goes to Scotland and discovers the dark swamp that forces her to follow the amazing legend of the Red Moon. Help Cavendish uncover secrets and visit 35 unique places, solve over 40 mind-bending puzzles, and meet 10 mysterious characters along the way. Endless Solders 3: Dark Moon is another challenging hidden object game that will keep you glued to
your smartphone screen for some time. Install Endless Fables 3: Dark Moor from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 12. Demon Hunter 4: Puzzles of light uncovered the dark secrets of ancient Egypt in Demon Hunter 4: Puzzles of light, a challenging hidden object game that will test your observing abilities. In the game, you play as Lila, the renowned Demon Hunter Dawn
A niece who's on a mission to save his aunt from Seth. Solve puzzles of light and confront dark forces to defeat primeval demons and rescue Ashmoore. The game also contains a number of different artifacts deployed after the excavations, which you can collect to further advance your mission. Installing Demon Hunter 4: Puzzles of Light from Store Play (free with in-app
purchases) 13. Hidden Objects: Secrets of the vicious forest explore the secrets of the vicious forest in this awesome hidden objects game that contains 30 challenging levels and hundreds of different objects. Beautiful manually crafted levels can be played in several different ways, allowing you to select difficulty and choose whether you want to see hidden objects like text, pictures
or silhouettes. Download Hidden Objects: Mystery of the Enchanted Forest if you like a good challenge and are looking for a hidden object game that makes you think. Installing Hidden Objects: Mystery of the Enchanted Forest from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 14. House of Secrets Hidden Object When it comes to hidden object games, a little twist in the game is
the whole matter really fascinating. And from what I can tell after you shot at this hidden object adventure is that it has quite a few twists to keep your interest intact. There are up to 30 levels and each one is elegantly crafted to put your problem-solving skills to the test. With hundreds of under-the-wraps-objects, as well as several ways to play and decipher those hidden objects, it
seems fully equipped to puzzle you. But worry no, you'll get tons of cool rewards in return if you decipher those hidden secrets! Installing house secrets hidden object from play store (free with in-app purchases) 15. Treasure Island Hidden Object Mystery Game If absolute brain teasers are what you're after, you should check out the Treasure Island Hidden Object Mystery Game.
In this adventure puzzle, you have to help Captain Flint in track down the lost pirate treasure on the mysterious island. But keep in mind just deciphering the treasure won't solve your problem as you also have to find a way to escape the pirate island. Wrapped in a few secrets, the game will push its back to the wall. Can you solve these challenges? Install Treasure Island Hidden
Object Mystery from the Play Store (free with in-app purchases) 16. Hidden Objects Messy Kitchen - A cleaning game claiming to be the ultimate puzzle-solving adventure, Hidden Objects Messy Kitchen is the kind of game that both adults and kids would enjoy playing. As the title itself makes it crystal clear, this mysterious game is about cleaning up a messy kitchen and finding
all the hidden objects. But just in case you think gameplay would disinterest, let me warn you in advance that mysterious objects will leave you fumbling – even if you're pretty good at hide-and-seek games. Introducing over 2000 Decipher it, it's enough to make you guess for more. Installing Hidden Messy Kitchen objects from play store (free with in-app purchases) 17. Hidden
Objects Fairy Tale What makes Hidden Objects fairy tale so interesting is a story-based game. A great mix of fantasy and mystery, the game requires you to decipher magical objects and beautiful villas. With over 1000 hidden objects, you will enjoy having a fabulous adventure in a mysterious world. Personally, I found the word scramble game level and match couples (fun-loving
memory game) very exciting, thanks to its ability to irritate the brain. And I think those goodies would turn out to be more than a handful for your brain-training as well. Install Hidden Objects Fairy Tale Play Store (free with in-app purchases) Check out the best hidden objects games on Android If you fancy the best hidden object games on your Android device, then it should be
restricted with the games listed above. Release your Android devices and start finding all the hidden objects and become the best sharp-eyed detective. If you think there are other games that need to be listed, then feel free to post them in the comment section below. Below.
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